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Talking about Talking

● Lexicon
● To Tag or Not To Tag
● Beats
● Dimensions of Character
● Multiple Languages
● Stories Within Stories
● Some Examples
● Words Unsaid--Subtext
● Story and Dialog Arcs
● Voice
● Tips



  

Lexicon

● Indirect/Direct Dialog
● Indirect/Direct Monolog
● Beats
● Arcs--story, scene, emotional
● Crash
● Conflict



  

Indirect Dialog

● She told him that, he begged her to stay
● This construction doesn't invite the reader to put the words into that character's voice
● Wordy

● Useful to avoid repetition for reader, when a PoV character has already experienced 
something they are going to tell another character, or for avoiding dialog/exposition the reader 
won't care about/is too long:

● She told him everything she knew about the artifact, except the part where she was sleeping 
through her watch duty when it disappeared.

● She gave the speech, shaking the entire time that someone might notice her mismatched shoes. 
When it was over, she knocked over the podium in her race to the bathroom.

● He explained the theory of faster-than-light travel with the patience of a born teacher, making 
sure the twins understood each new concept.



  

Direct Dialog

● “The artifact is safe with me,” she said.
● Most common way to use dialog in fiction
● When in doubt, try this construction first
● What's in the quotes is exactly what is being said by 

the character, so put it in that character's words



  

To Tag or Not To Tag

● She commanded the hobbit to bring her second breakfast and slammed her 
fist on the table, which knocked over the jug of fresh cream.

● “Bring me second breakfast,” she said commandingly. She slammed her fist 
on the table, which knocked over the jug of fresh cream.

● “Bring me second breakfast,” she said. She slammed her fist on the table, 
which knocked over the jug of fresh cream.

● “Bring me second breakfast,” she commanded. She slammed her fist on the 
table, which knocked over the jug of fresh cream.

● “Bring me second breakfast.” She slammed her fist on the table, which 
knocked over the jug of fresh cream.

● She slammed her fist on the table, which knocked over the jug of fresh cream. 
“Bring me second breakfast.”



  

Telepathy, Sign Language and Non-
Spoken Dialog

“You see, about three years ago my dog escaped and pooped on his lawn. I apologized 
and cleaned it up, but he's never forgiven me.”

<Hey, I heard that!> Oberon called from the porch. <You told me to poop on his lawn!>

Yeah, so what's your point? I asked.

<You're making it sound like I'm some ordinary dog who just poops anywhere.>

I know, but it's going to get that guy in trouble.

<Oh. Well, that's okay then. I don't like him.>

“Sorry for disturbing you,” the officer finally glowered. “Have a nice night.”

Hounded, by Kevin Hearne



  

Thoughts & Foreign Words

● This better be good, he thought.
● “Te amo,” she whispered through a sob.
● “I will keep you safe, a chuisle mo croí.” He squeezed her tight.

● For legibility sake, decide carefully how to format—one style for 
thoughts, another for telepathy, another for a second language. For 
instance, in Hounded, the story is in first person so there are no 
italicized markers for internal monolog, and all foreign words are 
left as plain text.



  

Translations

● Handle just like dialog, attributing which language is 
spoken--or translated

● “He says we should go up there.” She pointed up the 
slope. “There is water beyond.”

● “We should go up there,” he said in his native 
tongue. He waited until the girl translated his words 
into that harsh, guttural language of hers, and added, 
“There is water beyond.”



  

Linguistic Considerations

● Cross Cultural
● Language is tied to culture
● Created Worlds
● Oral Societies/Literate Societies
● Language Barriers
● Transliteration versus Translation



  

Conflict

● Doesn't have to be all-out war
● Conflict in dialog is anything that impedes a character 

from effective communication
● Psychological: fear, stress, lack of self-awareness, 

previous trauma, inability to listen
● Social/cultural: conventions and norms, class/authority, 

shyness/introversion, internalized biases
● Mental: unwillingness to communicate, lying, keeping 

secrets, denial, distractions



  

Beats

Beats are the bits of action interspersed through a scene, 
such as a character walking to a window or removing 
his glasses or rubbing his eyes--the literary equivalent 
of theater “stage business.” Usually they involve 
physical gestures, although a short passage of interior 
monolog can also be considered a sort of internal beat.

Beats serve a number of different purposes, such as 
allowing you to vary the pace of your dialog.

Renni Browne & Dave King



  

Beats and Dialog

● Beats should mesh with dialog, unless a character is 
trying to hide an emotion or fake something

● Beats slow down the dialog, put space and breaths 
between conversation

● Fewer beats make the conversation read “fast,” like 
characters exchanging fun banter or arguing

● More, long beats add length to the scene, give the 
feeling that your characters are taking more time to 
respond



  

Avoiding Cliches in Beats

● Smile, shrug, sigh, frown, shake head, make fist, wag 
fingers, hold up hands in surrender, furrow/knit eyebrows

● We've seen them all—we know what they look like, just 
about everyone uses them

● Never say never. Just be aware and use these sparingly, 
deliberately, instead of as fallbacks. Avoid multiple uses in 
the same scene or in back-to-back scenes. Knowing the 
emotional arcs of your conversations will help make 
stronger beats.



  

Three Dimensions of Character

● The First Dimension—existing
 the type of car a character owns the job a character has the 
clothes they wear

● The Second Dimension--why those choices matter
how that character got the car does she enjoy the job or is it a 

chore? how the character appears to the world
● The Third Dimension-- crisis responses

does she wreck the car to avoid hitting a dog does she hide her 
boss's corruption or blow the whistle? does she help in an 
emergency or refuse to get her shirt bloody?

● -Larry Brooks, Story Engineering



  

Story Dictates the Dialog

● Does the dialog:
reveal character?
move the plot forward?
raise the stakes/tension?
build the world?
create conflict?
sound natural?

● Focus on the story: what problem is your character trying to 
overcome? how does the dialog show the story?

● Focus on the scene: what story-in-a-story are you trying to tell 
with this scene?



  

Heavy Conversation Scenes

● Story or plot is served primarily through dialog, with 
new information or twists given by different 
characters

● Beats are generally small, body language actions, 
interior monolog, or descriptions

● Character development scenes often have lots of 
dialog

● Genre conventions of dialog. Some stories happen 
primarily in dialog



  

“Light” Dialog Scenes

● Action-heavy scenes
fights or struggles to survive

● Descriptions or characters in solitude will have less.

● Dialog quickens the pace--fast scenes use choppy, 
snappy dialog. Slow scenes have less dialog, longer 
sentences.



  

Excerpts

● while we're reading each chunk of dialog, think about what we 
learn from each snippet, such as:

● character ages
● genre
● conflict
● character background
● atmosphere & tone
● setting
● where in the story this conversation could happen



  

Revealing through Dialog

“Mouthwash. Found some under the sink.”

“Super. Hey, I have a new idea for a crayon color: 
cockroach brown.”

“What? Crayon? The hell you going on about?”

“Crayola makes all kinds of crazy colors. You know. 
Burnt umber. Burnt sienna. Blanched almond. Baby shit 
yellow. And so on, and so forth. I'm just saying, 
cockroaches have their own color. It's distinct. Crayola 
should get on that. The kids'll love it.”



  

● excerpt from Blackbird by Chuck Wendig
● gritty modern fantasy
● setting: cheap motel
● characters using slang, broken sentences



  

“The babe is in desperate need of a wet nurse.”

“We are quite aware of that. Do you hold us in such low 
esteem to think we would not have begun the search by now?”

“Then why hasn't one been found? In all of Bedford there must 
be many nursing mothers.”

“You do not know anything about these matters. Moreover, 
they are not your concern. You must leave the room 
immediately. Your presence is entirely inappropriate.”



  

● excerpt from The Preacher's Bride, by Jody Hedlund
● historical Christian romance
● old language and formal interaction
● need of wet nurse suggests a harsh type of life, where 

childbearing is dangerous, if not deadly, before hospitals 
and formula

● power struggle evident
● characters are polar opposites--compassion and cold-

heartedness



  

● “The king's awake.”
● “Is he? Wonderful! Hello, Your Majesty! How have you enjoyed 

your kidnapping so far?”
● “Eli Monpress.”
● “You've heard of me! I'm flattered.”
● “Of course I've heard of you! We caught you trying to steal my 

horses this morning!”
● “Yesterday morning, actually. I'm afraid Josef may have hit you a 

little too hard.”
● “I hit him perfectly.”



  

● excerpt from The Spirit Thief by Rachel Aaron
● quirky, witty, light-hearted fantasy
● dialog is a lot of banter--even the king doesn't sound 

terrified
● imagine what a gritty fantasy would read like with a 

kidnapping scene--power struggles, negotiations, 
begging, threats



  

● “Oh. Are you saying I had me some wrength?”
● “Some what?”
● “You know. Like strongness is strength? And longness is length?”
● “Okay.”
● “So wouldn't wrongness be wrength?”
● “I guess it would be if it weren't so not.”
● “Come on, Cass. You've got to see what my dad's making for Aunt 

Toodi's welcome home party! It's so awes.”



  

● excerpt from Sway, by Amber McRee Turner
● contemporary children's story
● kids play with words, joke around
● casual dialog, informal and intimate--these kids 

know each other well
● setting: the South



  

● “You would have found me if you could.”
● “Yes. Look, if I don't make it back--”
● “Don't talk like that. I didn't drain all that pus for 

nothing.”
● “I know. But just in case I don't--”
● “No, Peeta, I don't even want to discuss it.”
● “But I--”
● “You're not going to die. I forbid it. Alright?”



  

● excerpt from The Hunger Games, by Suzanne 
Collins

● gritty dystopian young adult fiction
● snappy, tense dialog
● characters interrupt when they are emotional, don't 

want to hear something, or are in a hurry



  

Stories Within Stories

● Each conversation should be its own mini-story
● Each speaker brings his/her own motivations, 

conflicts, biases, emotions, and other baggage to 
the conversation

● Everyone wants something. Everyone has 
problems.



  

Subtext

“Subtext is the existence of some social, psychological, 
economic, or other situational pressure that defines and 
influences the characters, such as social class, politics, 
career factors, etc.”

Story Engineering by Larry Brooks



  

Subtext: What We're Not Saying

● Subtext is the stuff we know a character is thinking 
or not saying when they are saying something else.

● Subtext can also be where the scene is in a story--at 
the beginning, and we look for foreshadowing, 
escalating conflict, characterization hints. At the end, 
and we expect fights to be resolved, grievances 
forgiven, and character arcs completed.



  

A couple who fights about money...

● A couple who fights about money isn't really fighting about money.
● Some other issue brews under the surface, triggered by something 

to do with money—spending, budgeting, lifestyle choices, time 
management, job satisfaction, agency within the relationship

● We do this in real life. We aren't usually self-aware--when we're 
upset, at least--and say what's on our minds instead of what's in our 
hearts.

● In fiction, our job is to let the reader get a sense for this subtext.



  

Voice

● Megg talks to us about character voice!
● Hurray!
● Megg rocks!



  

Voice

● Thanks, Megg!



  

Dialog Crashes

● If the dialog is flat/stilted/long/rambling/too short, 
delve deep into the character to find the answer

do you truly understand both characters, and what 
they want out of the scene/conversation?

● Especially important for miscommunication plots, 
where the right knowledge would change character 
actions

● Characters need to “stay in character” unless given a 
strong reason/motivation otherwise



  

Dialog Arcs

● Stories are a whole bunch of arcs—story is change, arcs plot 
those changes

● plot/character/scene/dialog/emotion
● high points and low points, slow and fast, beginnings, 

middles, and endings



  

TIPS

●READ YOUR 
WORK 
ALOUD



  

No Seriously

● Print it out.
● READ IT ALOUD.
● Just for the dialog.
● Then all the text.
● You will catch mistakes you never imagined making.
● You will get an ear for what works and what doesn't.
● You will see when your characters have solid voices.



  

Other Tips

● After you've read your work aloud, take a gander at your 
favorite books. Isolate conversations. See how they've 
applied psychology, linguistic play, and other factors.

● Use contractions often.
● Don't bury dialog bits in dense paragraphs.
● Avoid emotional ping pong
● Good fiction is like real life with all the boring bits edited 

out.



  

Thank You!

● Thanks for coming!
● I hope you enjoyed or discussion.
● Questions/Comments/Concerns?

● March 9th, 1:30-4:30 p.m., Fondulac Library, join us 
again to talk about editing and beta-reading
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